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After analyzing some cigarette advertisements as written on previous chapter, the 

writer concludes and suggests as follows: 

5.1 Conclusion 

Unlike other kinds of advertisement, cigarette advertisements have a 

tmique way to communicate with the viewers through their ads. The way they 

acknowledge their product through their ads both printed and electronic media is 

limited, set by the government rules that should be obeyed. Since it is not free to 

create such persuasive words, the message in cigarette ads must be implicitly 

stated, yet persuasive and attractive to advertise the cigarette product and to 

acknowledge viewers about it. 

Tied up by the government rules, the language in cigarette advertisement 

becomes very important and so does the picture or the visual effect on TV. No 

wonder, these ads sometimes appear devoid of language or speech, relying on the 

visual image of the product to speak for itself, and sometimes emphasis on the 

image- making jingle, both snatches song or verse. In anyway the advertisements 

advertise the cigarette product, and they are hoped to describe themselves, to 

communicate feelings, association, and bring ideas to the viewers' mind about the 

cigarette product. Shortly, the visual effect, the jingle, and the picture of cigarette 

advertisement are loaded language, meaningful one. 

Referring to the function of advertising and the aim of advertising itself

increasing the selling rate, an advertisement should be persuasive, attractive, yet 
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affective which means able to give adequate information about the product to the 

viewers, otherwise, the ad is considered to be failed in doing its function 

After analyzing 17 cigarette advertisements both printed and electronic 

media, the writer found out that cigarette advertisements tend to flout the four 

Grice's maxims-maxim of quantity, maxim of quality, maxim of relevance, and 

maxim of manner. ln the world advertising, sue flouting is acceptable, escpecially 

for the campaign of cigarette advertisements since they have to create the message 

in such a way that in line with the government mles, attractive, meaningful, and 

implicit, yet persuasive enough. 

5.2 Suggestion 

After analyzing some cigarette advertisements and concemmg with the 

findings, the writer suggests that it will be better if other students try to analyze 

other kinds of advertisement such as automotive, food, soap, medicine, housing 

advertisemnts using the four principles of Grice as a comparison to the findings 

that the writer has got in this thesis. Their analysis will be beneficial to enrich our 

knowledge about the language which is used in advertising. 
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